Narrow-band (540NM) green-light stereoscopic photography of the surface details of the peripapillary retina.
We used narrow-band (540-nm) green-light stereoscopic fundus photography to study the surface details of the peripapillary retina in 14 patients. Each photograph was divided into four areas; the papillomacular bundle, the upper arcuate bundle, the lower arcuate bundle, and the nasal sectorial fibers. We scored each area on a scale of 0 (normal) to 3 (total loss of nerve fiber layer), and compared these scores to those obtained by testing the corresponding visual fields. The scores were the same in 88 of 111 comparisons; the retinal scores were higher in 17 comparisons and the visual field scores were higher in six comparisons. This photographic technique makes the nerve fiber layer easier to see and evaluate and the detection of defects becomes less difficult.